Eight

"We've arrived?" Gem asked as he pushed himself up on one arm and looked around. The faint light of dawn had begun to stream in over the eastern horizon, and the ruins of the Dead City cast a gloomy shadow upon the two at the bottom of the hill.

"Two hours ago," Ji'Lopan confirmed.

"So, we're here, eh? That's the shrine, up there? It looks deserted to me. This whole place looks deserted."

"It's safe to say that the shrine is not deserted. Now get up, kid. We're going in."

"Right."

The Ly'ban dashed up the hill, Gem rising and following close behind. They reached the top in seconds and took the front steps two at a time. They dashed in and headed for the front of the shrine. The bounty hunter only noticed in passing through that the door seemed to have been knocked off its hinges before their arrival. They were standing at the pedestal, clouds of dust and dead leaves rising up in their footsteps. Gem looked around furtively.

"There's nothing here," he whispered.

"It's true that we weren't attacked upon entering. I suppose that means that for now, we don't need to be particularly on guard. Now look," replied the demon. "Right in front of you."

An empty window frame. There was no glass in sight, no remnants of a pane. Through it and down the hill, the sweeping northern fields of Verga.

"That's odd... I wonder why they never put glass into that window," Gem murmured. "But—"

He stopped short as blood appeared, pouring forth from window frame. It ran down the wall and pooled at the bounty hunter's feet. He took two steps back and tripped on a thick brown vine. Gem landed hard on his back and sat up only as far as he needed to see the advancing pool of crimson. The demon stood in place, seemingly unperturbed, as the blood came gushing forth in a torrent, swirling around the green-haired man.

Gem cried out, horrified. The Ly'ban turned immediately and looked down at where he sat.

"It causes you to see something, doesn't it? You see something? What do you see?"

"B-blood..." came the shaky response. "My blood!"

"As I suspected. Snap out of it, Legend." The Ly'ban stooped down and smacked Gem hard across his face with the back of its gauntlet. "Wake up!"

Gem's head swiveled quickly under the force of the Ji'Lopan's blow. When he turned back to face the demon, the blood was gone. He stood slowly and covered his eyes.

"Did you just remember something, Legend?"

"Yeah," Gem removed the hand from his eyes and waved it back and forth before his face, following its motion. "How I died."

"There's a myth in the Inferno regarding that. It describes how bold and impressive Ragnarr was when he entered your forge and smote you. It's all tales, of course. Betraying traitors is not an impressive feat. Though, I guess I'm the same as him."

"His name wasn't Ragnarr, then," Gem said quietly. "Zukro, my older brother, my role-model. First son of Bane, heir to the world, the Warrior. I doubt I'll ever understand why he slew me."

"And that's unimportant," the Ly'ban replied. "What's important is that we recover the A'xia Crystal, a jewel that had been implanted into this stained glass window."

"Which stained glass window?"

"The one that is now lacking in glass. The one that was constructed from a piece of your soul."

"There was glass in there before?"

"When you died, your brother Mana created this shrine to be your soul's home. This window, set high above the pedestal, was created from the shards of your masterpiece runeblade. Translucent and multicolored, it was the most beautiful glasswork ever made. You, the Soul-forger, invested a piece of your soul into every weapon you created, and thusly this window pane was a vessel for a part of you. Upon that pedestal was the hilt of your sword. Both the shards of the blade and the hilt are disappeared; something is at work here. And, should you still your mind, you should be able to sense its presence."

"I don't sense anything."

"Fool boy, letting your fear get a hold of you. But it's alright—thankfully you don't need to be at your sharpest as the Roof-runner today. All I asked of you was you, and your presence alone is sufficient. Broken Angel, come forth!"

Gem's awareness increased tenfold as he spun around, experiencing what could only be described as magic. Everywhere, dust exploded into the air as the stained glass windows shattered one after the other in a row down one wall and up the opposite. Shards of multi-colored glass scattered across the stone pews and a strong wind issued into the shrine, ravaging the ivy and ripping Gem's cloak. The Ly'ban remained calm as ever, immune to the force in the air and explosions of glass, but Gem ducked down for fear of having the wind carry wayward bits of glass into him. It all happened in a matter of seconds. Three blinks later, the gale had subsided and the shrine was once more silent.

The rising sun's rays streamed through the now-broken windows, playing across the countless fragments of colored glass on the pews and floor, and the walls became reflections of shattered rainbow. Gem gaped in awe as he saw the Broken Angel descend, slowly floating down to rest just inside the doorway. Gem didn't take the time to wonder where under the high ceiling this being had been hiding, quickly dodging aside as a multicolor blast shot by and hit the Ly'ban.

Gem took a good look at the creature that had so suddenly and explosively materialized. He resembled a young man, roughly Gem's age, perhaps a year younger. His messy hair, a beautiful reddish-brown, covered one eye and hung down to his shoulders in the back. His one visible eye was solid white, and had no discernible iris. He was robed in a thick brown fabric that covered him from neck to foot. The tips of black leather slippers peeked out from beneath the hem of his robes. From his back, two giant wings spread, giant shimmering birds' wings, made not of feathers but of interlocked shards of stained glass.

Gem jumped back, behind the pedestal, as yet another blast issued forth, scattering on impact with the gray-robed demon. Tiny fragments of glass ricocheted throughout the shrine, pinging off walls and pews and finally coming to rest amongst their brethren on the floor.

"Hold your fire, Broken Angel," the Ly'ban rasped. "I have the son of Bane with me." The demon's robes were a pincushion for the glass shards, but it seemed like none of the projectiles had penetrated its armor.

"This child is the son of Bane?" the Broken Angel's voice was much like those of the Shades Gem had destroyed three days before. It rustled and existed, yet was so faint that the bounty hunter needed to struggle to hear it.

"Get up, Legend," the Ly'ban hissed. "Talk to him."

Gem rose shakily, half expecting to be once more forced into evasive maneuvers. No more attacks came, and the Broken Angel was still. Gem had heard stories of the Broken Angel before, as a monster of the past. He was the topic of many children's tales, but no one Gem had ever encountered recognized the Broken Angel as a real existence. There was nothing regarding him in any lore-books Gem had perused, no notes in the Underworld, nothing. Yet here he was, standing before Gem in the Ebony Fields Hill shrine. Those two shimmering wings, surreal and impossible, were there. They were real. That lifeless, soulless eye was real.

Gem walked towards the Broken Angel.

"He-hello, sir," he spoke.

"Moron," hissed the Ly'ban.

"You don't resemble your brother Mana at all, you know," the Broken Angel breathed. "Yet I sense it in you. The power of Bane. What have you come here for? Ebony Fields is gone. No one is left."

"It's not your doing, right?"

"Of course not. I came here after the destruction. The shrine was still intact, those pillars had risen, and the city was flattened. I came here to search for something, though now my memory is so hazy I can't tell yours apart from my own."

"You can see my past?"

"My dreams are haunted with visions of your brother Zukro sliding his blade between your ribs."

Gem felt sick. He trembled slightly as he stood there, facing the Broken Angel.

"Just falling through the window, as you seem to have, should not have had enough power to force Legend's soul into you or grant you the powers you have," the Ly'ban said. "Tell me, is it the power of A'xia?"

"Stay out of this, Ji'Lopan. I thank you for bringing me the son of Bane, but do remember that I want nothing to do with you or Chaos. I fought you the last time you entered this place, and will be glad to send you off once more." He didn't sound particularly glad, Gem thought.

"Legend, ask him for A'xia. He can't disobey if it's what you desire." The Ly'ban dashed out of the shrine, past the the Broken Angel, an extending whip of stained glass trailing close behind him, reducing pew after pew to dust.

"Tell me... do you have the Crystal?" Gem asked, uncertain, once the demon was out of sight and the Broken Angel had calmed down.

"Yes, I have the piece of Mana. As the demon—" and here, the Broken Angel's soft voice grew harsh "—said, it is what has bound your soul to me. It is what has cursed me. It is what has kept me young all these years, and burdened me with these heavy wings." The Broken Angel lifted one arm from within the folds of his robes and pulled aside the bangs covering the left side of his face. There, where his second eye should have been, was a small black and gray jewel set into blackened flesh.

Gem gasped and did his best not to vomit at the being's feet. He winced as he gazed upon the Broken Angel's face, covering his mouth with one hand and his stomach with the other.

"That is the A'xia Crystal?"

"If that is its name. It is one of the twelve. Please, Legend. Unburden me. Lift Zukro's curse. Erase these wings and set me free."

"Why defy Ji'Lopan? Why not let him take it, if having it taken is what you wish?"

"I can't entrust Mana's essence to those who would abuse it."

"But you trust me?"

"Of course. You are a son of Bane, pure and untainted. You are Legend, the Soul-forger."

"Then... I will take the Crystal."

"Before that, Legend, allow me to pass onto you something you once owned. This hilt may help you out in the future." The Broken Angel rummaged within his robes and brought out a worn, leather-wrapped hilt. It was nondescript, and looked as if it could have been the hilt on any of the standard iron blades distributed throughout the Vergan militia. Gem took it, and at once knew that it was no ordinary hilt. It was the hilt of a runeblade.

He stuck it in his belt and thanked the Broken Angel.

"I've been alive for almost ninety years now, if I recall correctly. No, not alive. Existing. I trust you to end this now, Legend. My dreams, my curse, everything—end it, please. Take this Crystal, A'xia, from me. I know you won't do the wrong thing with it. Now, please, take it. End my torment."

Gem hesitantly reached out, and the Broken Angel grabbed his hand and pulled it closer. The bounty hunter touched the Crystal with his fingertips, and then dug one finger in around it. The Broken Angel did not cry out in pain or move in the slightest. His one eye was closed, and his lips showed a small smile. Gem employed a second digit, and plucked the A'xia Crystal from the face of the Broken Angel. Immediately, those giant glass wings crashed to the floor, and the Broken Angel collapsed backwards, his body disintegrating from the feet up. In seconds, the only remains of the being were his brown robes and two more piles of shattered glass on the floor of the Ebony Fields Hill shrine.

Gem held the Crystal between his thumb and index finger, peering into its depths in order to distract himself from the gross deed he'd just performed. The so-called "crystal" was actually a smooth spherical gem, a shiny black with splotches of gray here and there. The whole thing was roughly an inch in diameter, and had no crystalline properties whatsoever. However, Gem could feel—much in the same way as the Broken Angel had sensed it in him, he supposed—the power of Mana. The power of Bane. 

The Ly'ban reentered the shrine.

"Stubborn beast," he commented as he trod on the brown robes. "He could have just let me do that."

A hand gesture, and what shadows there were in the shrine moved and circled around Gem. Before the bounty hunter knew what was happening, he was bound in place, unable to move. Ji'Lopan pried Gem's fingers apart, and the Crystal fell to the floor, causing a small disturbance in the glass shards and dust. The demon stooped to pick it up, stashed it within its cloak, and then released Gem from the shadow bind.

"I thank you, Gem," Ji'Lopan declared, and then he was gone in a burst of flame. Into the Net. Gem's runeblade, the black dagger, clattered out onto the glass where the demon had stood moments before.

Gem collapsed to his knees, ignoring the pain of the glass pricking him. He didn't feel guilty or sad, just hopelessly, irreconcilably stupid. His gaze wandered from shard to shard on the ground before him, coming to rest upon the empty robes of the Broken Angel. It had been a brief meeting. In a few minutes, this mysterious being that somehow eluded common folklore had appeared, spoken words that shook Gem's world, and then faded away. Gem had held one of the twelve Crystals of Mana between his two fingers.

The idea of the supernatural was not at all odd to Gem. It was a known fact that the world was watched over by the Entities, spirit-gods that governed all matter. It was a known fact that magic was real, that, until The Purge of the 3000's, magi were common. He had spent almost eleven years of his life in the company of a demon capable of using magic. Gem himself was a god, Legend, reborn. He had forged a runeblade. But all this had, until now, seemed like mere fact to Gem. Now, he had met the Broken Angel. He had touched one of the legendary Crystals of Mana. 

In Verga City, running jobs as a member of the Underworld, he had felt very in control. He'd mastered his trade and was among the best of the best. He'd had a degree of confidence.

Now, so tangibly immersed in the supernatural, Gem felt outclassed.
